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Abstract1

Compound-specific isotope analysis (CSIA) can provide insights into the natural attenu-2

ation processes of hexachlorocyclohexanes (HCHs), an important class of persistent organic3

pollutants. However, the interpretation of HCH stable isotope fractionation is conceptually4

challenging. HCHs exist as different conformers that can be converted into each other and5

the enzymes responsible for their transformation discriminate among those HCH conformers.6

Here, we investigated the enzyme-specificity of apparent 13C- and 2H-kinetic isotope effects7

(AKIEs) associated with the dehydrochlorination of γ-HCH (lindane) by two variants of the8

lindane dehydrochlorinases LinA1 and LinA2. While LinA1 and LinA2 attack γ-HCH at9

different trans 1,2-diaxial H–C–C–Cl moieties, the observed C and H isotope fractionation10

was large, typical for bimolecular eliminations, and not affected by conformational mobility.11

13C-AKIE-values for transformation by LinA1 and LinA2 were the same (1.024 ± 0.001 and12

1.025 ± 0.001, respectively), whereas 2H-AKIEs showed minor differences (2.4 ± 0.1 and13

2.6 ± 0.1). Variations of isotope effects between LinA1 and LinA2 are small and in the range14

reported for different degree of C–H bond cleavage in transition states of dehydrochlorina-15

tion reactions. The large C and H isotope fractionation reported here for experiments with16

pure enzymes contrasts previous observations from whole cell experiments and suggests that17

specific uptake processes by HCH-degrading microorganisms might modulate the observable18

HCH isotope fractionation at contaminated sites.19
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Introduction20

Hexachlorocyclohexanes (HCHs) are members of the organochlorine group of insecticides and21

were extensively used in the past as insecticides in agriculture, forestry, and medicine. Technical22

HCH comprising a mixture of stereoisomers (i.e., α-, β-, γ-, δ-, and ε-HCH), whereby only23

the γ-isomer exhibited insecticidal activity, was widely used as a cheap but effective insecticide,24

especially in developing countries.1 Later it was replaced by the pure γ-isomer (lindane), which was25

produced from technical HCH by fractional crystallization, a process that resulted in large amounts26

of isomeric waste.2 Unfortunately, HCHs turned out to be persistent and toxic organic pollutants27

(POP)3–5 and all isomers contribute in one way or another to today’s environmental problems with28

HCHs.6–829

At contaminated sites, microbes have evolved that can use γ-HCH as a carbon and energy30

source under oxic conditions.1,9,10 Aerobic biodegradation of γ-HCH, which is initiated by sequen-31

tial dehydrochlorination and nucleophilic substitution reactions leading to less chlorinated cyclic32

hydrocarbons, is therefore rightly considered to be the basis for the development of bioremedia-33

tion processes.1 However, quantifying the extent of biodegradation after addition or stimulation of34

HCH degrading bacteria at contaminated sites and identifying the preferred routes of reaction are35

major challenges. On the one hand, competing abiotic processes, such as diffusion, sorption to the36

soil matrix and volatilization, which do not lead to an ultimate destruction of a contaminant, may37

be mistakenly taken for biodegradation. On the other hand, biodegradation may take place over38

timescales of decades1 and its assessment based on interpretations of changes in concentrations39

will be difficult.40

To overcome the limitations in assessing the progress of biodegradation, authors of recent41

studies proposed that progress of biodegradation of HCH isomers is best assessed through analysis42

of the changes of their 13C/12C, 37Cl/35Cl and 2H/1H ratios at natural isotopic abundances.11–1843

Such compound-specific isotope analysis (CSIA) of HCHs is based on the assumption that stable44

isotope ratios of the remaining HCH change according to the kinetic isotope effects pertinent to the45

degradation reaction(s).19–21 CSIA is well suited to study HCH biodegradation because an isotope46
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fractionation that would be indicative of the extent and the pathway(s) of transformation is inde-47

pendent of the timescale over which such transformations occur. Moreover, isotope fractionation48

for bond-cleavage reactions, such as dehydrochlorinations that initiate aerobic HCH biodegrada-49

tion, are much more significant than would be expected for phase transfer processes.20,22 Whereas50

CSIA has been frequently used to reveal natural attenuation of persistent chlorinated aromatic and51

olefinic chlorohydrocarbons,23–26 its application to HCH isomers is still rather limited.12,18,27 One52

reason is the high degree of chlorination that makes the conversion of HCH isomers to analyte53

gases for isotope ratio mass spectrometry more challenging so that procedures for measurement of54

37Cl/35Cl and 2H/1H ratios have not been introduced until very recently.28–31 Evaluation of HCH55

degradation by correlations of isotope fractionation from multiple elements is therefore almost56

unexplored.3257

In addition to the above instrumental and analytical challenges, the interpretation of isotope58

fractionation of HCH transformation is conceptually difficult. As is exemplified for the dehy-59

drochlorination of γ-HCH in Scheme 1, HCHs and some of their transformation products show60

conformational mobility and, therefore, exist as different conformers that can be converted into61

each other by ring flipping. Moreover, not all H−C−C−Cl bond arrangements are productive.62

Dehydrochlorination reactions leading to the elimination of HCl can only occur when H and Cl63

atoms align in trans 1,2-diaxial arrangements (exemplified by red and blue H−C−C−Cl bonds in64

each of the two γ-HCH conformers Cf1 and Cf2 in Scheme 1). The conformers of γ-HCH are65

superimposable, but the reactive positions change. This chemical phenomenon has two conse-66

quences for the biodegradation of HCHs. First, dehydrochlorination reactions may lead to different67

products. Second, depending on the predominant conformer, isotopically substituted atoms may or68

may not be located at reactive positions. It is currently unknown whether conformational mobility69

affects the observable isotope fractionation during enzymatic transformations of HCHs. Because70

enzyme-catalyzed dehydrochlorination can only occur after specific alignment of the substrate in71

HCH-transforming enzymes, conformational mobility could, in principle, require additional sub-72

strate release and binding steps in order to arrive at a reactive enzyme-substrate complex. Moreover,73
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Scheme 1 Sequential dehydrochlorination of γ-hexachlorocyclohexane (γ-HCH) to γ-
pentachlorocyclohexenes (γ-PCCHs), tetrachlorocyclohexadienes (TCDNs), and trichlorobenzenes
(TCBs) catalyzed by the two variants of lindane dehydrochlorinases LinA1 and LinA2. Crossed
arrows indicate that a reaction was not observed. The C atoms in γ-HCH are numbered for a
distinction of reactive positions and isotopic substitution in the different conformers and do not
represent IUPAC naming. The blue and red bonds highlight the different spatial arrangements of
reactive H−C−C−Cl moieties in γ-HCH and γ-PCCH. Whereas LinA1 catalyzes the dehydrochlo-
rination of γ-HCH at both H−C−C−Cl moieties (red and blue bonds), LinA2 only reacts with the
moieties highlighted in blue in γ-HCH. Different conformers of HCH and PCCH are labelled as (Cf1)
and (Cf2). γ-PCCH has two enantiomers denoted as γ-PCCH1 (1,3(R),4(S),5(S),6(R)-γ-PCCH)
and γ-PCCH2 (1,3(S),4(R),5(R),6(S)-γ-PCCH). The stereochemical configuration of the respec-
tive TCDN stereoisomers is as follows: 1,3(R),4,6(R)-TCDN, 1,3(S),4,6(S)-TCDN, and 1,3(s),5,
6(s)-TCDN.
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different enzymes are able to catalyze the same HCH dehydrochlorination reaction and it is un-74

known whether the effects of conformational mobility on product formation and isotope effects75

are the same among these enzymes. In fact, several homologs of the lindane dehydrochlorinase76

LinA, the enzyme that catalyzes the first step of degradation through dehydrochlorination, have77

been isolated from bacteria at contaminated sites in India, Japan, and France. Whereas the enzymes78

share a high amino acid sequence identity (88-99%), their catalytic efficiency and enantiospeci-79

ficity are different.1,33,34 LinA1 and LinA2 are known to discriminate among γ-HCH conformers80

in that LinA1 can attack the substrate at both trans 1,2-diaxial HCl arrangements, whereas LinA281

specifically differentiates the enantiotopical pairs of the vicinal HCl35 and attacks only one (Scheme82

1). However, the consequences of these enzyme-specificities for CSIA of HCH are still elusive.83

The goal of this study was to contribute to future applications of CSIA of HCH by investigating84

the effects of enzyme-specificity on C and H kinetic isotope effects associated with initial steps of85

HCHbiodegradation. To this end, (i)we investigated the kinetics and product distribution associated86

with the dehydrochlorination of γ-HCH and γ-pentachlorocyclohexene enantiomers (γ-PCCH) by87

LinA1 and LinA2, two variants of LinA which are known to react differently with γ-HCH and γ-88

PCCH (Scheme 1). (ii) We quantified the C and H isotope fractionation of γ-HCH associated with89

enzymatic dehydrochlorination and modelled enzyme and conformer specific isotope fractionation90

and kinetic isotope effects from experimental data. Finally, (iii) we compared the outcome of this91

evaluation with established procedures of stable isotope analysis including apparent 2H and 13C92

kinetic isotope effects (AKIE) and the correlation of C and H isotope fractionation.93

Materials and Methods94

Chemicals95

A complete list of all chemicals, their suppliers and purities can be found in the Supporting Infor-96

mation Section S1. We synthesized racemic γ-PCCH from γ-HCH by alkaline dehydrochlorination97

according to Trantirek et al. 35 and Raina et al. 2 and the description of the synthesis and purification98
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procedures are shown in Section S1.3.99

Purification of LinA1 and LinA2100

For the expression of LinA1 and LinA2, E. coli BL21AI, an arabinose-inducible strain, was101

transformed with pDEST17 plasmid vectors encoding either a codon-optimized, synthetic and 6x102

His-tagged linA1 or linA2 as well as ampicillin resistance.36 For enhanced folding of LinA1 and103

LinA2, the cells were additionally transformed with pGro7 (Takara Bio Inc.), which encodes the104

chaperone protein groES-groEL and chloramphenicol resistance. Information about the growing105

procedure and induction of enzyme expression and purification is provided in Section S2. Activity106

assays were performed for each purification of LinA1, and LinA2 and the results, along with107

SDS-Page gels are shown in Section S2.108

Biotransformation Experiments109

Four types of experiments were carried out with either 25 µM of γ-HCH or racemic γ-PCCH as110

substrate at pH 7.5 for transformation catalyzed by LinA1 or LinA2. Experiments with γ-HCH111

were carried out in 200 mL reactors containing 150 mL of tris-glycine buffer at initial substrate112

concentrations of 25 µM. Concentrations of LinA1 and LinA2 ranged from 4.1 to 4.9 and 0.51113

to 0.92 µg/mL, respectively, as shown in Table S2. Experiments with γ-PCCH were carried114

out in 5 mL of tris-glycine buffer in 8 mL reactors containing 40 and 0.6 µg/mL of LinA1 and115

LinA2, respectively (Table S3). All reactors with γ-HCH were sealed with viton rubber stoppers116

(Maagtechnic AG) to minimize evaporative losses of substrates and products. Reactors, containing117

γ-PCCH as the substrate, were sealed with PTFE/silicone septa. Experiments were carried out at118

room temperature on an orbital shaker at 100 rpm (KS15A or SM 30A, Edmund Bühler GmbH). A119

total of 10 to 14 reactors were set up for each experiment. At predefined time-point, reactors were120

sacrificed by stopping the reaction through extraction of γ-HCH and reaction products into 25 mL121

of n-hexane. In experiments with γ-PCCH, the analytes were extracted into 2.5 mL of ethyl-acetate.122

n-Hexane contained 40 µM of 2,4-dinitrotoluene as an internal standard, which we used to account123
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for possible evaporation of the solvent during sample preparation. The reactors were shaken for at124

least 2 minutes during the liquid-liquid extraction.125

Chemical and Isotopic Analyses126

The concentration of γ-HCH, two γ-PCCH enantionmers, 1,2,3-TCB, 1,2,4-TCB, 1,3,5-TCB, and127

2,4,-DNT we measured with a GC/MS (Trace GC Ultra with ITQ 900, Thermo Scientific) as128

described previously.37 For chromatographic separation of γ-PCCH enantiomers a 30-m-chiral129

γ-DEX120 column (0.25 mm i.d., 25 µm film, Supelco) was installed. The temperature program130

for the γ-DEX 120 column was 2 min at 70℃, 15℃/min to 110℃, 5℃/min to 200℃, 5℃/min to131

220℃, and 25℃/min to 250 (held for 2 min). Helium was used as carrier gas with a constant flow132

of 1.5 mL/min.133

We determined 13C/12C ratios in γ-HCH, γ-PCCH and TCBs and 2H/1H ratios in γ-HCH by gas134

chromatography isotope ratio mass spectrometry (GC/IRMS) consisting of a Trace GC equipped135

with a 30 m Rtx-1301 column (0.32 mm i.d., 1 µm film, 30 m length, Restek) and a Delta plus XL136

IRMS, Thermo Scientific. 1, 4 or 9 µL of sample or standard solutionwere injected in splitlessmode137

with a splitless time of 1 min, a split flow of 30 mL/min and an injector temperature of 250℃. Note138

that in contrast to the analysis by GC/MS, the chromatographic resolution of our GC/IRMS system139

was too low to resolve enantiomers of γ-PCCH thus precluding the enantiomer-specific evaluation140

of stable isotope fractionation. The temperature program was 1 min at 70℃, 25℃/min to 120℃,141

5℃/min to 200℃, 25℃/min to 250 (held for 10 min). 13C/12C ratios were determined with a142

conventional Cu/Pt reactor in the combustion interface (GC Combustion III, Thermo Scientific)143

at 940 ◦C. 2H/1H ratios were measured using an adapted method by Renpenning et al. 28 . The144

instrumental setup was identical with that C isotopes analysis except for analyte conversion with145

a custom-made, high-temperature Cr reactor operated at 1250 ℃. The accuracy of isotope ratio146

measurement was ensured through standard bracketing procedures.38 Standard injections included147

an in-house standard of γ-HCH as well as two hexachlorobenzene (HCB) specimen of known δ13C148

from different suppliers as well as heptadecane and hexadecane reference material of known δ2H39
149
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(Section S1.4). Isotopic calibration of δ13C vs Vienna PeeDee Belemnite (VPDB) and δ2H vs150

the Standard Mean Ocean Water (SMOV) scales, signal drift, and measurement uncertainties of151

triplicate injections were accounted for by using a Kragten spreadsheet40 as proposed by Dunn152

et al. 41 . δ13C and δ2H values are reported as the average ± standard deviations of three- and153

five-fold measurements, respectively.154

Data Analysis155

Dehydrochlorination kinetics156

The dehydrochlorination kinetics of γ-HCH and γ-PCCH to less chlorinated products were eval-157

uated in a series of ordinary differential equations implemented in Copasi42 (Section S4.1). The158

catalytic efficiency, kcat/Km, of the dehydrochlorination of γ-HCH and γ-PCCH catalyzed by the159

LinA1 and LinA2 was determined under the assumption of Michaelis-Menten kinetics based on160

the relationship shown in eq. 1. Due to the limited aqueous solubility of γ-HCH (<25 µM),43161

experiments had to be conducted at aqueous substrate concentrations, below enzyme saturation,162

that is at S � KM and the Michaelis-Menten kinetics then modify to163

v =
kcat
Km
· [Enz]0 · [S] = kobs,S · [S] (1)

where v is the reaction rate in M/s, kcat the turnover number in s−1, Km is the Michaelis constant,164

[Enz]0 is the initial enzyme concentration, [S] is the substrate concentration, and kobs,S is the first165

order dehydrochlorination rate constant obtained from kinetic modeling (Section S4.1). [Enz]0166

were calculated from the molar mass of the amino acid sequences (i.e., 17’145 g/mol for LinA1167

and 17’341 g/mol for LinA2).44 kcat/Km was obtained from the division of kobs,S by [Enz]0.168

Stable isotope analysis169

Isotope enrichment factors, ε , and apparent kinetic isotope effects, AKIE, pertinent to the dehy-170

drochlorination of γ-HCH and γ-PCCH were derived with a suite of approaches documented in171
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Pati et al. 38 . Information on substrate C and H isotope fractionation was obtained for γ-HCH with172

eq. 2.173

ln
(
δhE + 1
δhE0 + 1

)
= εE · (ln c/c0) (2)

where E stands for the elements C and H, δhE0 and δhE are the initial isotope signatures of the174

substrate and during its transformation, respectively. c/c0 is the fraction of the remaining substrate.175

Apparent 13C kinetic isotope effects, 13C-AKIE, were calculated from εC-values following standard176

procedures by accounting for isotopic dilution, reactive sites, and intramolecular competition as177

detailed in Elsner 24 (eq. 3).178

13C-AKIE =
1

1 + n/x · z · εC
(3)

where n is the number of C atoms in the substrate, x is the number of these atoms at a reactive179

position(s) and z is the correction for intramolecular isotopic competition. As is documented in180

Section S4.2, the term n/x · z was equal to 3 regardless of the different substrate specific interactions181

of γ-HCH conformers (Scheme 1) with LinA1 and LinA2. Data from replicate experiments were182

combined using the Pitman estimator.45 Note that eq. 3 was not applicable for the derivation of183

2H-AKIEs because it leads to numerical artefacts at large H isotope fractionation.46184

Alternatively, 2H-AKIEs were obtained by solving a set of ordinary differential equations for185

all H isotopomers (isotopic isomers47) containing not more than one heavy isotope as proposed186

previously by Wijker et al. 46 (eq. 4). 13C-AKIE were derived with the same procedure for C187

isotopomers to illustrate the equivalence of the two approaches.188

dcEi
dt
=

∑
i

νi · ω
E
i · k

E
j · c

E
i (4)

where cEi is the concentration of an isotopomer of element E, νi is the stoichiometric coefficient189

indicating decay or formation of an isotopomer, ωE
i is the probability of isotopomer i to have a190

heavy or light isotope at the reactive position, and kEj is the pseudo-first-order rate constant for191
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reaction of an isotopomer according to the presence of the light (l) or heavy (h) isotope at the192

reactive position (kEl and kEh ). A compilation of C and H isotopomers of γ-HCH can be found193

in Section S4.3 and Tables S4 and S5. Sequential dehydrochlorination reactions were modeled194

accordingly with eq. 4 by including isotopomers of reaction products (γ-PCCH enantiomers, TCB195

isomers). Ordinary differential equations were solved using the software AQUASIM48 by fitting196

measured species concentrations and C or H isotope signatures to eq. 4. 13C- and 2H-AKIE were197

obtained from eq. 5.198

hE-AKIE =
kEl
kEh

(5)

Correlations of C and H isotope fractionation, ΛH/C, provided independent evidence for the199

ratio of the isotope enrichment factors εH/εC. Due to the large H isotope effects associated with the200

dehydrochlorination of γ-HCH, ΛH/C, was evaluated with the log-linear relation ship in eq 6.46,49201

Λ
H/C =

ln
( (
δ2H + 1

)
/
(
δ2H0 + 1

) )
ln

( (
δ13C + 1

)
/
(
δ13C0 + 1

) ) = εH
εC

(6)

Accounting for conformational mobility of γ-HCH202

The consideration of different isotopomers of γ-HCH, containing either light or one heavy C or H203

isotope, with eq. 4 enabled us to take the reactions of the two different conformers of γ-HCH into204

account. As discussed in Section S4.3, this approach involved an explicit analysis of the reactive205

H−C−C−Cl moieties in both γ-HCH conformers for dehydrochlorinations by LinA1 and LinA2206

separately. This explicit analysis was repeated for each of the seven C and seven H isotopomers207

and resulted in the quantification of isotopomer-specific ωE
i and ωE

i values as shown in Tables S4208

and S5.209
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Results and Discussion210

Pathways of sequential γ-HCH dehydrochlorinations catalyzed by LinA en-211

zymes212

Both variants of the hexachlorocyclohexane dehydrochlorinase, LinA1 and LinA2, catalyzed the213

transformation of γ-HCH to trichlorobenzenes (TCB) via γ-pentachlorocyclohexenes (γ-PCCH)214

and the putative tetrachlorocyclohexadienes (TCDN). The reaction pathways of γ-HCH and of the215

two γ-PCCH enantiomers are shown in Scheme 1 as well as in Figures S4, S5, and S6. The progress216

of the dehydrochlorination reactions of γ-HCH and of the two γ-PCCH enantiomers is displayed217

in Figure 1 and discussed below.218

LinA2219

LinA2 catalyzed the transformation of γ-HCH via 1,3(R),4(S),5(S),6(R)-PCCH (γ-PCCH1) to220

1,2,4-TCB (Figure 1a). The stereochemistry of γ-PCCH1 was assigned based on Trantirek et al. 35 .221

The dehydrochlorinations were completed when the concentration of 1,2,4-TCB, the final product,222

corresponded to the initial concentration of γ-HCH. We could rationalize the formation of the223

reaction products as a consequence of the preference of LinA2 for dehydrochlorination of only224

one of the two possible trans 1,2-diaxial H−C−C−Cl arrangements (highlighted in blue color in225

Scheme 1). Furthermore, the exclusive formation of 1,2,4-trichlorobenzene (1,2,4-TCB) implies226

that γ-PCCH1 was dehydrochlorinated to the putative intermediate 1,3,4,6-tetrachlorocyclodiene227

(1,3,4,6-TCDN). Note that dehydrochlorination of 1,3,4,6-TCDN through anti-1,4-elimination was228

assumed to occur spontaneously and led only to 1,2,4-TCB (Scheme 1).229

The progress curves shown in Figure 1 could be well described by first order kinetics (see230

section S4.1 and eq. S4). LinA2 catalyzed transformations of γ-HCH and γ-PCCH1 with catalytic231

efficiencies kcat/Km of (1.7±0.1) ·104 M−1 s−1 and (2.9±0.1) ·104 M−1 s−1, respectively (Table 1).232

Whereas uncertainty asscociatedwith repeatability of kcat/Km-values were rather small, uncertainty233

associated with reproducibility was more substantial (Table S2 and S3). This observation was made234
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for all experiments with different substrate and enzyme combinations. We attribute these variations235

to differences in enzyme activities of different enzyme batches as well as to uncertainties associated236

with determining enzyme concentrations (Sections S2 and S4.1).237

In experiments with racemic mixtures of γ-PCCH1 and γ-PCCH2 as substrates, the rapid238

formation of 1,2,4-TCB was accompanied by the concomitant rapid disappearance of γ-PCCH1.239

Conversely, the slow disappearance of γ-PCCH2 correlated well with the slow formation of 1,2,3-240

TCB (Figure 1b). Moreover, the added concentrations of the two substrate-product combinations241

(γ-PCCH1+1,2,4-TCB and γ-PCCH2+1,2,3-TCB) remained constant at 13 µM throughout the242

entire reaction. Therefore, we conclude that the transformation of γ-PCCH1 and γ-PCCH2 led to243

formation of 1,2,4-TCBand 1,2,3-TCB, respectively (see reaction scheme in Figure S6) in agreement244

with previous findings,50 and that LinA2 showed strict preference for dehydrochlorination of245

only one H−C−C−Cl arrangement (marked in blue in Figure S6). The kcat/Km-value for the246

dehydrochlorination of γ-PCCH1 to 1,2,4-TCB turned out to be about four times higher than that247

for the dehydrochlorination of γ-PCCH2 to 1,2,3-TCB (Table 1).248

LinA2 selectively transformed the thermodynamically more stable conformer Cf2 of γ-PCCH1249

to 1,3,4,6-TCDN, which spontaneously dehydrochlorinated to 1,2,4-TCB. In contrast, LinA2 pref-250

erentially dehydrochlorinated the thermodynamically less stable conformer Cf2 of γ-PCCH2 via251

1,3,5,6-TCDN as transient intermediate to 1,2,3-TCB as the final product. Note that dehydrochlo-252

rination of the less stable conformer Cf2 of γ-PCCH2 also exhibited smaller kcat/Km-values. A253

detailed discussion of the logic for deducing the exact reaction scheme for LinA2 is presented in254

the caption of Figure S6.255

LinA1256

Dehydrochlorination of γ-HCH catalyzed by LinA1 led to additional transient and final reaction257

products (Figure 1c). LinA1 catalyzed the transformation of γ-HCH to both γ-PCCH enantiomers258

and congruously, we also observed the formation of both 1,2,3-TCB and 1,2,4-TCB (Figure 1c). At259

the end of the incubation, 1,2,4-TCB accounted for about 85% of the transformed γ-HCH whereas260
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Figure 1 Kinetics of the dehydrochlorination of γ-HCH and racemic mixtures of γ-PCCH by LinA1
and LinA2. The various substrate and enzyme combinations are (a) γ-HCH and LinA2, (b) γ-PCCH
and LinA2, (c) γ-HCH and LinA1, (d) γ-PCCH and LinA1. Solid lines represent best-fit lines ob-
tained by nonlinear regression in COPASI42 (see Section S4). Uncertainties of concentration mea-
surements are smaller than marker sizes and not shown here.
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the concentrations of 1,2,3-TCB and γ-PCCH1 accounted for the remaining 12% to 15%. These261

observations imply that LinA1, in contrast to LinA2, was able to catalyze the dehydrochlorination262

γ-HCH at both trans 1,2-diaxial H−C−C−Cl arrangements (denoted in red and blue color in263

Scheme 1).264

Best fit parameters of data fits to the reaction model (see Section S4) by nonlinear regression are265

summarized in Table 1. Based on the ratio of kcat/Km values, LinA1 exhibited a strong preference266

for transforming γ-HCH to γ-PCCH2 as compared to transforming it to γ-PCCH1 (Scheme 1).267

Moreover, in incubations with γ-HCH as the substrate, LinA1 transformed γ-PCCH2 exclusively268

to 1,2,4-TCB with a rate constant that was about 100-fold larger than those for the reactions of269

γ-PCCH1 either to 1,2,3-TCB or to 1,2,4-TCB. The kinetic preference for dehydrochlorination270

of γ-PCCH2 to 1,2,4-TCB implies a predominant formation of the putative 1,3,4,6-TCDN from271

γ-PCCH2 conformer Cf1 (Scheme 1). In contrast, dehydrochlorination of γ-PCCH1 involved both272

conformers, Cf1 and Cf2, and both putative TCDN isomers.273

Experiments with LinA1 and racemic mixtures of γ-PCCH1 and γ-PCCH2 confirmed the274

enantiomer and conformer specificity of γ-HCH dehydrochlorination by LinA1 (Figures 1d and275

S5). However, in such incubations the data fits gave indication that γ-PCCH2 was also trans-276

formed to 1,2,3-TCB, most likely by dehydrochlorination of conformer Cf2. kcat/Km values for277

dehydrochlorination γ-PCCH2 to 1,2,4-TCB (Table 1) again exceeded those for γ-PCCH1 either to278

1,2,3-TCB or to 1,2,4-TCB by two orders of magnitude. The preferential formation of 1,2,4-TCB279

was also consistent with the fact that γ-PCCH1 conformer Cf2 and γ-PCCH2 conformer Cf1 were280

thermodynamically more stable (Section S3) and thus more available to react with LinA1.281

The comparison of the dehydrochlorination kinetics of the two LinA variants illustrates that282

LinA1 predominantly catalyzed the transformation γ-HCH to γ-PCCH2 and 1,2,4-TCB whereas283

LinA2 exclusively catalyzed the transformation of γ-HCH to γ-PCCH1 and 1,2,4-TCB. Note that284

no 1,3,5-TCB was detected in any of our experiments even though this TCB isomer could have285

been formed theoretically from both γ-PCCH enantiomers.286
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Table 1 Catalytic efficiency kcat/Km, of LinA1 and LinA2 for different reactions, C and H isotopic enrichment factors (εC, εH), ΛH/C

values, H- and C- apparent kinetic isotope effects.a

parameter units reaction LinA1 LinA2

γ-HCH γ-PCCH γ-HCH γ-PCCH

kcat/Km (M−1s−1) γ-HCH→ γ-PCCH1 (1.0 ± 0.1)·102 -b (1.7 ± 0.1)·104 -
γ-HCH→ γ-PCCH2 (3.6 ± 0.1)·102 - - -
γ-PCCH1→ 1,2,4-TCB (6.5 ± 0.1)·101 (9.5 ± 0.1)·101 (2.9 ± 0.1)·104 (2.7 ± 0.1)·102

γ-PCCH1→ 1,2,3-TCB (7.6 ± 0.1)·101 (1.5 ± 0.1)·102 - -
γ-PCCH2→ 1,2,4-TCB (6.7 ± 0.1)·103 (1.0 ± 0.1)·104 - -
γ-PCCH2→ 1,2,3-TCB - (1.4 ± 0.1)·102 - (6.7 ± 0.2)·101

εC
c (h) γ-HCH→ γ-PCCH –8.1 ± 0.3 - –8.3 ± 0.2 -

εH
c (h) γ-HCH→ γ-PCCH –122 ± 6 - –160 ± 6 -

ΛH/C d (-) γ-HCH→ γ-PCCH 11.5 ± 0.8 - 16.4 ± 0.9 -
13C-AKIE e (-) γ-HCH→ γ-PCCH 1.024 ± 0.001 - 1.025 ± 0.001 -
13C-AKIE f (-) γ-HCH→ γ-PCCH 1.023 ± 0.0005 - 1.027 ± 0.0005 -
2H-AKIE f (-) γ-HCH→ γ-PCCH 2.4 ± 0.1 - 2.6 ± 0.1 -

aUncertainties represent 95% confidence intervals b - = not detected; c eq. 2 d eq. 6 e calculated from εC-values with eq. 3
f derived from isotopomer-specific model with eq. 4
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Isotope fractionation associated with the LinA2-catalyzed dehydrochlorina-287

tion of γ-HCH288

Carbon Isotope fractionation289

The dehydrochlorination of γ-HCH by LinA2 to γ-PCCH1 was accompanied by considerable C290

isotope fractionation (Figure 2a) and the corresponding C isotope enrichment factor, εC, obtained291

from eq. 2, was −8.3 ± 0.2h (Table 1). A series of independent observations supported the large292

εC-value. First, the difference between the initial δ13C of γ-HCH and the δ13C of γ-PCCH1 at low293

substrate conversion, which can be used here to approximate εC, also amounted to −7.7 ± 0.3h.294

Second, the εC value for transformation of γ-HCH to γ-PCCH1 derived with an isotopomer-295

specific model (eq. 4) was −8.7 ± 0.1h (Table S6). The minor differences between the results296

of the different calculation methods confirm the substantial C isotope fractionation and agree with297

previous observations made for systematic comparison of alternative data evaluation procedures.38298

The δ13C of the accumulating product 1,2,4-TCB of −25.8 ± 0.1h matched the initial δ13C of299

γ-HCH (−25.9 ± 0.1h) indicating a complete isotopic mass balance. We also determined an εC300

of −6.9 ± 0.7h (Table S6) for the sequential dehydrochlorinations of γ-PCCH1 conformer Cf1301

to 1,3,4,6-tetrachlorocyclohexadiene (1,3,4,6-TCDN) and its anti-1,4-elimination to 1,2,4-TCB302

(Scheme 1) in the same data evaluation procedure. While a mechanistic interpretation of the two303

consecutive reactions is not possible, this data confirms the large C isotope fractionation associated304

with enzyme-catalyzed dehydrochlorination processes.305

The observedC isotope fractionation originated from the dehydrochlorination of theH−C5−C6−Cl306

and H−C2−C3−Cl moieties of γ-HCH conformers Cf1 and Cf2, respectively, which are highlighted307

as blue bonds in Scheme 1. As was illustrated above in the analysis of the reaction progress of308

γ-HCH dehydrochlorination by LinA2 (Figure 1a), different equatorial and axial relationships of309

the H and Cl atoms in γ-HCH conformer Cf1, H−C3−C2−Cl, and conformer Cf2, H−C6−C5−Cl,310

(red bonds in Scheme 1) were not reactive with LinA2. This selectivity of LinA2 had consequences311

for the assignment of reactive positions in γ-HCH and thus for the derivation of apparent kinetic312
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isotope effects (AKIE). γ-HCH exhibited four C atoms in two reactive H−C−C−Cl moieties from313

which dehydrochlorinations can occur. However, because conformers Cf1 and Cf2 could inter-314

convert through ring flipping and because both conformers were of equal thermodynamic stability315

and abundance (see Sections S3 and S4.2), γ-HCH would, on average, only feature two reactive316

C atoms in one H−C−C−Cl moiety that could undergo dehydrochlorination by LinA2. Based on317

this mechanistic interpretation, we derived an apparent 13C kinetic isotope effect, 13C-AKIE, of318

1.025±0.001with eq. 3 (Table 1). We obtained a slightly higher 13C-AKIE of 1.027±0.0005 using319

a set of ordinary differential equations (eq. 4, Table S6). This procedure accounts explicitly for 12C320

and 13C isotopomers and leads to smaller uncertainty estimates because the error in the εC-value321

no longer scales with the correction for isotopic dilution.38,46 Furthermore, the good agreement322

of 13C-AKIEs confirmed our assumptions on the reactivity of different γ-HCH conformers outlined323

in detail in Sections S4.2 and S4.3.324

Hydrogen Isotope fractionation325

The H isotope fractionation associated with the same dehydrochlorination experiment of γ-HCH326

by LinA2 is shown in Figure 1b. We observed substantial H isotope fractionation corresponding327

to an εH-value of −160 ± 6h (Table 1). The interpretation of H isotope fractionation in terms of328

2H-AKIEs for the dehydrochlorination reaction followed the reasoning established for 13C-AKIE,329

and we assumed that one of six H atoms of γ-HCH was in a reactive H−C−C−Cl moiety. However,330

as reported previously,46,49,51 quantification of 2H-AKIEs from large H isotope fractionation with331

eq. 3 does not lead to chemically meaningful results. Here, use of eq. 3 would have resulted in332

a 2H-AKIE of 25 and thus strongly overestimated the magnitude of H isotope fractionation in a333

dehydrohalogenation (i.e., elimination) reaction.52–55 By applying the isotopomer-specific model334

for the interpretation of H isotope fractionation, we arrived at a 2H-AKIE of 2.6 ± 0.1 (Table 1),335

which is discussed regarding dehydrochlorination mechanisms in detail below.336
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Figure 2 C and H isotope fractionation associated with the dehydrochlorination of γ-HCH by LinA2
and LinA1. Panels (a) and (b) show δ13C and δ2H trends for experiments with LinA2, respectively,
whereas panels (c) and (d) illustrate the same data obtained with LinA1. The solid lines reflect
the isotope fractionation behaviour calculated with eq. 4. Shaded areas indicate 95% confidence
intervals for model fits for γ-HCH.
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C and H isotope fractionation associated with the LinA1-catalyzed dehy-337

drochlorination of γ-HCH338

The C and H isotope fractionation associated with the dehydrochlorination of γ-HCH catalyzed by339

LinA1 is shown in Figures 2c/d. The C isotope fractionation was large, and the εC of −8.1 ± 0.3h340

was identical within uncertainty to the dehydrochlorination of γ-HCH catalyzed by LinA2 (Table 1).341

The H isotope fractionation was again large, but the εH-value −122± 6h was considerably smaller342

than for dehydrochlorination catalyzed by LinA2. δ13C values for γ-PCCH and two TCB isomers343

confirmed the above observations that large C isotope fractionation accompanied the sequential344

dehydrochlorinations. At the end of the experiment with LinA1, the averaged δ13C of the remaining345

1,2,4-TCB, 1,2,3-TCB and traces of γ-PCCH was −26.0 ± 0.1h and thus identical to the initial C346

isotope signature of γ-HCH (−25.9 ± 0.1h). The complete isotopic mass balance confirmed that347

all intermediates and products were accounted for in our analyses.348

The lack of chromatographic resolution impeded a quantification of εC for the individual349

reactions of γ-HCH→ γ-PCCH1 and γ-HCH→ γ-PCCH2. Derivation of an εC of −8.4 ± 0.7h350

(Table S6) with eq. 4 for the sequence of parallel dehydrochlorination reactions shown in Scheme351

1 with an average δ13C for both γ-PCCH enantiomers confirmed the large C isotope fractionation352

caused by LinA1-catalyzed dehydrochlorinations. The distinct trendlines for δ13C of 1,2,3-TCB353

and 1,2,4-TCB in Figure 2c implied different magnitudes of C isotope fractionation for the reactions354

to the two γ-PCCH enantiomers, as well as from the two γ-PCCH enantiomers to TCB isomers.355

However, due to the absence of δ13C values for each γ-PCCH enantiomer, we were unable to356

assign unequivocal εC-values to these reactions. Therefore, the fit results in Table S6 presumably357

overemphasize the C isotope fractionation associated with the reaction γ-PCCH→ 1,2,3-TCB.358

LinA1 catalyzed the dehydrochlorination of γ-HCH at two H−C−C−Cl moieties in each con-359

former and we discuss the consequences of conformational mobility for C isotope fractionation360

here. Conformational mobility altered the identity of the C atoms from which H+ and Cl– are elim-361

inated, for example H−C5−C6−Cl in conformer Cf1 vs H−C6−C5−Cl in conformer Cf2 (Scheme362

1). Because isotope fractionation of dehydrochlorinations arose from a concerted reaction at both363
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C atoms and both γ-HCH conformers were of equal abundance, conformational mobility did not364

affect the number of reactive atoms. The 13C-AKIE determined with eq. 4 based on this mech-365

anistic assumptions was 1.023 ± 0.0005 (Table 1). These values reflect the weighted average of366

dehydrochlorinations at two distinct trans-1,2-diaxial H−C−C−Cl moieties. In fact, catalytic effi-367

ciencies of LinA1 for formation of γ-PCCH2were 3.6 times higher than for formation of γ-PCCH1368

(see kcat/Km-values in Table 1) suggesting that 13C-AKIEs were determined primarily (i.e., to 78%)369

by the reaction at the H−C3−C2−Cl (Cf1) and H−C6−C5−Cl (Cf2) moieties highlighted in red in370

Scheme 1. Assuming that isotope effects from dehydrochlorination at the H−C5−C6−Cl (Cf1) and371

H−C2−C3−Cl (Cf2) moieties to γ-PCCH1 highlighted in blue would correspond to those deter-372

mined from γ-HCH transformation by LinA2, the 13C- and 2H-AKIE associated with reactions at373

the H−C3−C2−Cl (Cf1) and H−C6−C5−Cl (Cf2) moieties to γ-PCCH2 highlighted in red would374

amount to 1.022 ± 0.001 (eqs. S6 - S8). The differences between 13C-AKIE values derived tenta-375

tively for the two distinct trans-1,2-diaxial H−C−C−Cl moieties were, however, rather small and376

cannot explain the difference of δ13C in 1,2,4- and 1,2,3-TCB. Our data for C isotope fractionation377

suggests that those variabilities were within the uncertainty of parameter values derived with dif-378

ferent approaches (i.e., eq. 3 vs eq. 4). We conclude that there was no evidence to assume that the379

13C-AKIEs for dehydrochlorination of γ-HCH by LinA1 at the two trans-1,2-diaxial H−C−C−Cl380

arrangements would be different. By applying the isotopomer-specific model for the interpretation381

of H isotope fractionation, we arrived at a 2H-AKIE of 2.4 ± 0.1 (Table 1).382

Enzyme specificity of C and H isotope fractionation for dehydrochlorination383

reactions of γ-HCH384

The correlation of C and H isotope fractionation for γ-HCH dehydrochlorination by LinA1 and385

LinA2 based on eq 6 is shown in Figure 3. The correlation slopes, ΛH/C, consistently reflect the386

trends of εH/εC-values (Table 1) with larger H isotope fractionation for γ-HCH dehydrochlorination387

by LinA2 compared to the reaction by LinA1 and thus illustrate some enzyme specificity. The388

apparent differences in H isotope fractionation imply subtle differences in the mechanisms of389
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dehydrochlorination. In fact, differences in 2H-AKIEs in elimination reactions have been interpreted390

as differences in transition state structure where one distinguishes the timing of proton abstraction391

and leaving group departure.52–56 Such interpretations have been applied in theoretical studies with392

LinA to assess concerted vs step-wise dehydrochlorination mechanisms for different HCH isomers393

(γ- and β-HCH).32,57,58 Evidence from our data indicates that such differences may also arise for394

the same HCH-isomer when different LinA variants catalyze dehydrochlorination. Previous works395

suggested that the protonation state of the His73 residue is responsible for H abstraction from HCH396

and determines the extent of C–H bond cleavage in the transition state.57,58 We hypothesize that397

this phenomenon could also have modulated the 2H-AKIE of the dehydrochlorination by LinA1398

and LinA2. However, an elucidation of transition state structures was beyond the scope of our work399
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and we noted that the theoretically derived isotope effects for γ-HCH dehydrochlorination (smaller400

13C AKIE from 1.0125 to 1.0193 and larger 2H-AKIE between 4.1 and 5.132) are quite different401

from the experimental evidence presented here.402

Environmental Implications403

Our work illustrates that the C and H isotope fractionation associated with dehydrochlorination404

reactions of γ-HCH is substantial, independent of HCH conformational mobility, and potentially405

indicative of processes initiating biodegradation of γ-HCH under aerobic conditions. However,406

isotopic analysis of HCH transformations in whole cell systems of Sphingobium indicum B90A and407

Sphingobium japonicum UT26 revealed much smaller C isotope fractionation with εC-values of408

−1.5± 0.1h and −1.7± 0.2h.15 Recent works on the magnitude of contaminant isotope fraction-409

ation during biotransformation suggested that contaminant transport across the outer membrane of410

gram-negative bacteria may limit the rates of substrate uptake and thus masks the observable iso-411

tope fractionation.59,60 Such an interpretation could also apply for gram-negative, HCH-degrading412

bacteria.1 The differences between εC-values for dehydrochlorination of γ-HCH obtained in LinA413

assays with pure enzymes and in whole cell experiments,12,16 however, are considerably larger than414

effects associated with the masking of substrate isotope fractionation by uptake limitations. In fact,415

microorganisms such as Sphingobium japonicum UT26, carry glycosphingolipids in their outer416

membranes and are thought to utilize transporter systems to control substrate uptake as well as417

membrane physiology during γ-HCH degradation.61 The consequences of active substrate uptake418

for HCH transformation and isotope fractionation are unfortunately unknown. Further work is419

warranted to elucidate the effect of HCH uptake and transport on the observable HCH isotope420

fractionation and the utility of CSIA to assesses biodegradation at contaminated sites.421
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